More and more young people die because of violence in our towns. First, violence affected my life in many different ways. Next, from people's actions of violence, people are the reason why young people die. And also, how people feeling are cause by violence. Young people die everyday because of violence. Some kill their self, or some are with the wrong people at the wrong time.

Walking down the street than getting jumped or at the back of the legs and getting shot at, shows how violence affected my life. Me and mom both get running into trouble. It show that violence is everywhere. Boston to Europe you name it. From personal problems. I've been taking the bus for the past three months, until I hear stories about the M.B.T.A. I stop taking the bus and my mom drove me to school everyday so we can be safe. This shows how violence affected my life.

Drugs are the cause of violence. Drugs control your mentally thinking. When people are on drugs they think about doing some crazy stuff. Some times people think about people they hate and think
about what bad things about that person. Then they do thing like killing that person. Drugs also take over your emotions.

There is many steps to stop violence. Bullying is a form of violence. We can stop bullying by giving support to the person getting bullied or getting help from adults. People who getting bullied tend to kill themselves. ... I want more to live longer.

Young people die everyday of violence from walking down the street or on the bus show violence. Drugs controlling your mentally think. To steps to stop violence show how violence affect young people. I wanted more and more young teens to live long and proud.
Write your thoughts and comments here. It's important to reflect on your overall experience and learning. Consider how you could improve daily.